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Updated ‘Eye to Eye’ – August 2017
• Covering Bush, Clinton, Bush, Obama and Trump administrations
• 576 pages from the Perfect Storm to Hurricane Harvey
• 127 record-setting catastrophes and events
• 12 largest property insurance events in US history
• The two largest terrorist events in US history
• 19 of the 20 costliest hurricanes in US history
• 5 of the 7 largest tornado outbreaks in US history

Land of Israel:
Corresponding events of 9-11 and coronavirus have cost
U.S. govt./ Federal Reserve $15.7 trillion
When the covenant land of Israel is
negotiated or compromised, you can
observe an atmospheric and/or
disruptive response in the country
responsible (Joel 3:2).
The two largest catastrophes in U.S.
history corresponded to direct White
House role in establishing an Arab
state in Judea and Samaria.

Bush – Abdullah two state plan - 9-11-2001
Trump-Kushner – Peace to Prosperity Plan – 1-28-2020
Those two events have cost the United States just under $15 trillion
and growing for the war on terror in the Middle East totaling $6.4
trillion and so far, lawmakers have enacted six major coronavirus bills
totaling $5.3 trillion and the Federal Reserve has
committed/disbursed $4.0 trillion out of $6.2 trillion allowed.
These major events have dramatically changed life as we know it in
America, Israel, and the world.
These figures do not include the enormous costs to businesses and
individuals. On a positive note, this has accelerated final-day events.

Isaiah 5:20: Woe unto them that call evil good, and good
evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness;
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!
Book Chapters
• Who Influenced and Radicalized Obama?
• Muslim Apologist
• Israel Existence In Danger and Middle East Chaos
• U.S. Military’s Cultural Destruction
• LGBT – He Owns It
• Faith On His Terms
• The Legacy: Will America Ever Recover?
• So Help Me God
• Appendix 1: Cairo Speech
• Appendix 2: Revealing speeches

Trump Peace Plan
Abraham Accord curse
2020 election update ‘ground game and air game’
One vote Senate majority
Biden’s diminishing mental capacity
Hunter Biden allegation inactions
--Mr. Global’s Plandemic
COVID truth
Israel and EU COVID crisis

Afghanistan
Iran and Israel
Iran and the Middle East
Russia and the Ukraine
China and Taiwan

‘Life in America’ before January 28, 2020
and after two distinctively different worlds

Trump, Netanyahu Vow to Pursue Mideast Peace

Trump’s ‘deal of the century’ presented with
map at White House - January 28, 2020

Netanyahu says he owes Trump and Kushner an
‘eternal debt of gratitude’ for peace plan - January 28, 2020
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu speaks during an
announcement of U.S. President
Donald Trump’s Middle East peace plan
at the White House in Washington on
Jan. 28, 2020.
Netanyahu called Trump, “the
greatest friend that Israel has ever
had in the White House.” Israel,
Netanyahu said, owes Trump and his
chief negotiator and son-in-law, Jared
Kushner, “an eternal debt of
gratitude.”

President Trump tweets his ‘State of Palestine’ map to his
71.8 million Twitter followers - Jan. 28 at 1:26 pm EST

Miami’s financial district shaken by 7.7 earthquake
at 2:20 pm EST, 44 minutes after Trump tweet
At 2:10 pm EST, a magnitude 7.7 earthquake strikes
off the coast of Jamaica and is felt as far away as Miami.
The earthquake was 44 minutes after President Trump
tweeted his ‘State of Palestine’ map with a capital in parts
of East Jerusalem.
Buildings were evacuated in Miami’s financial
district.
Shaken Caribbean attempts to get back to normal
after shock of major quake.

Trump in late January played
down concerns over the virus.
On January 24, the president told
reporters that "we have it totally
under control" that it's "going to
be just fine."
On January. 28, according to
Navarro a major disagreement
took place between him and
Fauci, HHS Secretary Azar and
Chief of Staff Mulvaney.

Peter Navarro memos warning of mass
coronavirus death circulated - January 29, 2020
Navarro's grim estimates were set out in two memos — one dated
January 29 and addressed to the National Security Council, the other
dated February 23 and addressed to the president.
The NSC circulated both memos around the White House and
multiple agencies.
In the first memo, Navarro makes his case for "an immediate travel
ban on China.”
The second memo lays the groundwork for supplemental requests
from Congress, with the warning: "This is NOT a time for pennypinching or horse trading on the Hill."

Peter Navarro’s January 29, 2020 memo:
Coronavirus could infect as many as
100 million Americans with 1 to 2 million deaths.

Navarro on January 29, 2020:
Aggressive Containment $34.6 billion, no containment $3.8 trillion

Abraham Accord Signing at White House
September 15, 2020

Sally derives from the Hebrew 'Saray/Sarah' name:
Was Hurricane Sally a response to the Abraham Accords?

Tuesday, Sept. 15, 2020

Wednesday, September 16, 2020

Israel goes into national lockdown beginning
on Rosh Hashanah, through Yom Kippur and Sukkoth
72 hours after Abraham Accord Signing
• The three-week national
lockdown was timed to coincide
with the Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur holy days and the festival
of Sukkot, in the hope of
causing less economic damage
because business slows down in
any case around the holidays. It
was also aimed at preventing
large family meals that could
become petri dishes for the
virus.

September 18, 2020

The Abraham Accord is Cursed
• Stopped the extended sovereignity of 134
Jewish communities in Judea and Samaria.
• Continued the ‘two-state’ false narrative.
• Continues the UN Resolutions 242 and 348 a
place position.
• Resolutions which call for Israel to give back
land to 1967 lines with swaps and the
division of Jerusalem.
• Mentions the Arab peace plan of 2002.

The Abraham Accord is Cursed
• Abrahamic covenant and land covenant
applies only to Isaac and his seed. Genesis
17:19-21
• The land which I gave Abraham and Isaac.
Genesis. 35:11-12
• The Land as an everlasting possession.
Genesis 48:3-4
• Israel’s land not to be sold or exchanged.
Ezekiel 36:24, Ezekiel 48:14, Ezekiel 48:29
• Isaac and his seed is the heir, not Ishmael.
Galatians 4:22-31

Election 2020 Update
‘Ground game and air game’
audits and forensic on data

• Arizona
• Georgia
• Pennsylvania
• Wisconsin
• Michigan

Georgia runoff cost the Republicans
a majority in the US Senate
• Perdue vs. Ossoff
• Loeffler vs. Warnock
----McConnell, Thune and Cornyn
didn’t support Trump election
challenge.
• Karl Rove convinced that they
didn’t need to support Trump’s
election challenge. They had the
votes.

Biden’s diminishing mental capacity

Hunter Biden revelations and nothing is done
• Many former Defense and
State Department officials
stated before the 2020
election that the Hunter Biden
allegations were Russian
disinformation.
• If his name was Trump he
would be in prison for life.

Plandemic

World Economic Forum
• Event 201 – October 18, 2019, New York
City
• The great re-set – 2030
• Vaccine Passports
• Universal basic income (UBI)
• Trillion-dollar companies; Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, Apple,
Tesla, and Nvidia.

• How do you herd all the sheep into
the slaughterhouse without them
realizing and resisting?
• War on terror and Coronavirus crisis

• Kathrine Austin Fitts: Don’t
underestimate the ability of the
leadership to introduce a pathogen that
will kill people.
• Covid-19 is the institution of control
necessary to convert the planet from
democratic process to technocracy.

• Central bankers’ system transformation
challenges.
• Essentially all the money on the
planet—it is big, complicated and
messy. $130 trillion central bank
discussions.
• Federal Reserve system and the Fed
Coin
• Digital transhumanism—hooked up to
the financial system physically

Cryptocurrency system using body
activity data – Microsoft patent WO2020060606

Quantum dot tattoo –
Gates Funded

Digital passport

Digital ID

Facial Recognition

Your Face Is, or Will Be, Your Boarding Pass
Biometrics are unique individual
traits, such as fingerprints, that
can be used to automate and
verify identity. They promise both
more security and efficiency in
moving travelers through an
airport where, at steps from
check-in to boarding, passengers
are normally required to show
government-issued photo
identification.

Elon Musk said Neuralink hopes to start implanting its brain
chips in humans in 2022, later than he anticipated
• Neuralink, cofounded by Musk in 2016,
is developing a chip that would be
implanted in people's brains to
simultaneously record and stimulate
brain activity. It is intended to have
medical applications such as treating
serious spinal cord injuries and
neurological disorders.
• In April, Neuralink released a video of
a monkey playing a video game using a
Neuralink device,

Microsoft, Amazon and Leidos have
three major cloud contracts
• The Department of Defense Jeddi cloud
contract with Microsoft and Amazon
• Amazon essentially a CIA contractor and 17
U.S. agencies
• National Security Agency has quietly awarded
a contract worth up to $10 billion to Amazon
Web Services, Microsoft is protesting.
• Leidos Awarded $7.7B for Next Generation
Navy, Marine Data Networks

• Once everybody is hooked into those three cloud entities, you have
the ability to radically engineer how cash flows work.
• You can literally shut down almost all small businesses and put
everybody in a universal basic income (UBI), a control system, and run
it all through the military clouds.
• Technology gives you the ability to institute a complete control
system and further centralize economic and political control.

Mr. Global now implementing robotics.
New tech to make an enormous difference
• Hook everyone into the crypto system.
• You will need a database and software system. A
satellite system is key.
• Able to track and monitor humans and robots 24/7.
• Technocracy: a human is a natural resource and to be
used as such.
• Created a separate civilization. Not part of our
civilization.

Technology gives a small group a lot of control.
• Develop bio-tech opportunity for people to live 150 years. Downsize
the population, integrate robots and use them for everything.
• Mr. Global using technology to move to a system of robotics,
software and artificial intelligence a few people can control many
with far less headaches. Mr. Global is very afraid of the general
population.

Catherine Austin Fitts:
A committee that runs the world
• They have a one-way mirror.
They can see you, but you can’t
see them.
• Majority of people have been
supporting and financing it
unbeknown to themselves.
• Building and financial system
and the power to stop it. Bring
transparency, where it is going
and stop building it.

• Stop banking at JP Morgan and
go to local banks and credit
unions.
• Choice is between a
transhuman slavery system or
the human system.
• Good map of where the
transhumanism system is being
built.

• Don’t help the military build operation warp speed.
• Don’t help tech guys figure out how to inject nano particles in your
body and hook them up to the cloud.
• Don’t help big pharma make injections that are poisoning young
American children to death.
• Don’t help big ag produce GMO foods that are poisoning young
Americans to death.
• Don’t let government institute health crisis situations.
• There are 325 million people in the U.S. and lot of guns. The new
administration will likely attempt to go after those

Chinese have a social credit system.
• China: social credit system; complete digital control
system of people.
• Tied financial system and abilities to travel into
behavior. Most people under 24/7 surveillance.
• Their financial incentives and financial powers
depend on how well they behave. In a slave system
there is no personal freedom.
• Technocracy will drive us into a similar system.
Misbehave and pay the consequences.
• Allowed to move 10 miles from home. To fly. Pecking
order to your freedoms. Access to resources. System
to automate everything that much harder to share in
the benefits of the system.

Research "Game-changer": Spike Protein Increases
Heart Attacks and Destroys Immune System

World’s first vaccine murder case against Bill Gates,
Adar Poonawalla filed in India’s High Court
• Petitioner has sought prosecution of AstraZeneca’s
(Covishield) manufacturer Bill Gates, his partner Adar
Poonawalla and other Government officials and
leaders involved in the murder of a 23 year old man,
who lost his life because of vaccination. The deceased
took the Covishield vaccine by believing in the false
narrative that the vaccine is completely safe and also
owing to the compliance requirement set by the
Railways that only double vaccinated people would be
allowed to travel.
• The Government of India’s AEFI (Adverse Event
Following Immunisation) Committee has recently
admitted that the death of Dr.Snehal Lunawat,was
due to side effects of the Covishield vaccine. The said
report has exposed the falsity of the claim made by
vaccine syndicate that vaccines are totally safe.

George Soros And Bill Gates’ Backed Consortium To Buy
U.K. Maker Of Covid Tests For $41 Million
• Billionaires George Soros and Bill
Gates are part of a consortium set to buy
Mologic, a U.K.-based maker of Covid
tests, in an effort to increase access to
“affordable state-of-the-art medical
technology” around the world, according
to a statement released Monday.
• Mologic Ltd, best known today for the
deep-nostril technology used to deliver
rapid Covid-19 tests. (July 19, 2021)

• Previous testing of potential vaccines for SARS
killed the lab animals.
• Pfizer said their mRNA had 94 percent efficacy in
tests, which helped induce people to take the jabs.
The efficacy waned significantly over six months,
which led to calls for more booster shots.
• Those who have been jabbed have more
potential to be super-spreaders/shedders than
the un-jabbed.
• According to Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, the
breakout among young people had to do with
lockdowns and mask wearing, which stifled their
natural immune system. The fact that their
immune system was stifled was exploited by Fauci
to call for jabs of children down to five years old.

• Dr. McCullough said that vial of injection sends
RNA instructions that go into every cell to tell it to
make the spike protein. This is not like a piece of
the virus going in—it is the RNA of the spike
protein going in there, telling it to make the spike
protein, then hoping the injected person’s body will
respond by creating an immune response. That is
what they say.
• But is not actually a vaccine. There is no
protection against COVID. And now the people
who are vaccinated have the spike protein in their
bodies.
• Studies are finding spike proteins circulating
throughout the body.
• A true vaccine all stays in the deltoid muscle. The
body develops an immune response, and that
immune response—not the rest of it— circulates.

• If you have had COVID, no need to get jabs. Dr
Peter McCullough said the anti-bodies are
lifetime. However, those who have had COVID
are being asked to take jabs.
• The mRNAs are not vaccines; they don’t end
the coronavirus. They have short-term effects
on severity and/or hospitalization. The socalled vaccinated are getting coronavirus.

Robert Malone, MD
• Dr. Robert Malone talks to host Steve
Bannon about the latest news regarding
the Omicron variant of the Covid-19
virus and the fake panic that is leading
Biden and others to promote booster
shots.
• “The boosters are a perfect way to
basically bias our immune systems so
we’re even less able to respond to this
new variant. This is [the equivalent of]
jabbing everybody with a flu vaccine
from three seasons ago, and expecting it
to have effects against the current virus.”

Robert Malone, MD – Report out of the UK
In the UK, a similar situation shows
among citizens of 60 years or older,
the fully vaccinated accounted for
89.7% of the SARS-CoV-2 cases versus
3.4% among the unvaccinated.

Robert Malone, MD – Report out of Israel
• A report out of Israel reports a nosocomial outbreak involving 16
healthcare workers, 23 exposed patients and two family members. The
source was a fully vaccinated COVID-19 patient.
• The vaccination rate was 96.2% among all 248 exposed individuals (151
healthcare workers and 97 patients). Our of the 248 people, fourteen fully
vaccinated patients became severely ill or died, and two unvaccinated
patients developed mild disease.

Robert Malone, MD –
High vaccinated countries outbreak
• The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) identifies four of
the top five counties with the highest percentage of fully vaccinated
population (99.9–84.3%) as “high” transmission counties (6).

Robert Malone, MD
• The initial analysis of the Omicron variant is that it is less virulent and
more transmissible.
• Early data also suggests that the current vaccines, developed against
the Alpha strain of COVID, are no that useful in stopping
transmission. Data also suggest that break-through cases of fully
vaccinated individuals are going to be the norm with the Omicron
variant.

Robert Malone, MD –
Vaccinated exclusion as transmission source questioned
• The data above should make decision makers question their
assumptions that the vaccinated can be excluded as a source of
transmission.
“It appears to be grossly negligent to ignore the vaccinated
population as a possible and relevant source of transmission when
deciding about public health control measures (1).”

• Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) gives
companies liability cover.
• The recent FDA formal approval was not for
existing Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson and
Johnson and AstraZeneca products.
• There is no public and/or private medical
discussion or debate on the pros and/or
cons of the jabs. There is one voice, and that
is Fauci’s—and he is terribly compromised
and a liar.
• No public voice is countering Fauci’s
comments or assertions. Friday, December
3, 2021: Fauci says booster shots likely give
cross protection against “wide range” of
COVID variants.

• Adverse reactions and even deaths due to the jabs have been kept from the
public. This information is time consuming.
• The VAERS (https://vaers.hhs.gov) doesn’t include the accurate numbers of
deaths and vaccine injuries associated with the jabs. ing to report and
virtually never mentioned in mainstream media reports.
• The “take the jab or lose your job” mandates have lasting damage
psychologically, financially and socially and create great division in all areas of
life at home, in church, at the workplace and in the community.
• Many successes using hydroxy (first five days is the key) and ivermectin are
not shared publicly.
• Very little is said by health officials on building up one’s immune system as a
precaution against COVID.
•

COVID Propaganda
• The focus of the mainstream media has been to denigrate and
belittle those who have died and or had health crises from the
vaccine and those who have opposed the vaccines. And they don’t
mention people’s other health compromises such as diabetes, obesity
or other health issues.
• Those who oppose mRNA jabs are called spreaders of
misinformation.
• Mainstream media calls ivermectin a horse de-wormer, not
mentioning it won a Nobel prize for its effectiveness against
parasites and has been used worldwide (over 4 billion applications
with very few side effects).

Conflicts of Interest
Reuters Chairman is Pfizer Investor and Board Member.
• The chairman and former Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Reuters
news agency – James C. Smith – is a top investor and board
member for pharmaceuticals giant Pfizer. He was elected to the board
in 2014, as well as joining Pfizer’s Corporate Governance and Science
and Technology Committees. The news raises serious conflict of
interest concerns as corporate media outlets such as Reuters
continue to promote Pfizer products, defend pharmaceuticals
companies from criticism, and move to silence skeptics.
CNBC Scott Gottlieb, he is a Pfizer board member and former
commissioner of the FDA. He serves a weekly pro-vax pundit on TV. Pfizer website

Jabbed vs unjabbed observations
• Most people who oppose jabs are very
informed.
• In some cases, those 65 years of age and
older who were concerned with their
immune system being compromised or
other health related issues or
hospitalization did take the jab. That is
their decision.
• The jabbed are mostly uninformed.
They believe that the CDC, FDA and
Fauci have their wellbeing covered,
there is minimal risk.
• Some who have been jabbed regret it.
They won’t be taking boosters.

Blind faith:
FDA and CDC have our best interest in mind
• Too many people naively believe the FDA and CDC
aren’t going to do anything to harm them. These
individuals are showing blind faith that could have
serious consequences.
• The mRNA jabs are experimental.
• No reason young people under 50 years of age
should get the jabs, especially those under 18.
Vaccinating them is criminal.
• Dr. Lee Vliet says the mRNA jabs are damaging the
testicles and ovaries, which will greatly affect the
reproductive system. Israel is of concern, serving as
Pfizer’s test lab. Will they be fully jeopardizing the
next generation?

Division in the home, church and office
• The elderly are being pressured to get
jabbed to be with loved ones.
• Bible study groups and churches are being
divided between the jabbed and unjabbed.
• The atmosphere in offices and schools is
tense between the jabbed and unjabbed.
• Patients are not being allowed to be with
loved ones in the ICU and/or when on
ventilators.

Those who have been jabbed by the numbers
• A majority of our armed forces have received the jab, with the talk of
boosters already in the works. Some top doctors say the more jabs,
the worse to one’s systems, with risks of micro-clot, compromised
immune systems and much more serious illnesses.
• A high percent of Democrats are jabbed; most Democratic policy
makers have been jabbed.
• White House: In the 75 days since Biden announced the vaccination
requirement, the Federal Government has achieved 96.5%
compliance—meaning employees who have had at least one dose of a
COVID-19 vaccination or have a pending or approved exception
request—with 92.0% of employees having received at least one
COVID-19 vaccination dose.

Those who have been jabbed by the numbers
• Defense One: As of Monday, 92 percent of Marines are fully
vaccinated and 95 percent have at least one shot, leaving about
9,000 people without any vaccine immunity.
• Meanwhile, the Navy on Nov. 24, officials reported a fully-vaxxed
rate of 97 percent and a partially vaccinated rate of 99.8 percent.

Who hasn’t gotten the COVID-19 vaccine yet?
37 percent of the U.S. unjabbed
• A Pew Research Center survey published in September found that only
57% of White Evangelical Protestants had received at least one shot of
the vaccine, compared to 86% of Hispanic Catholics, 79% of White
Catholics, 73% of White non-Evangelicals and 70% of Black
Evangelicals.
• Nine months since the first COVID-19 vaccine was approved, more
than 120 million Americans have not yet received one dose.
• Children younger than 12 are the only age group currently ineligible
to receive the vaccine. There are 48 million people in that age group.

Who hasn’t gotten the COVID-19 vaccine yet?
• The remaining 72 million are older than 12 and therefore eligible to get
vaccinated. Vaccination data from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) show that lack of vaccination trends toward younger
Americans and states in the Southeastern US.
• Younger Americans are the largest share of the unvaccinated population.
About 29% of unvaccinated people who are also eligible for the shots are
between 12 and 24 years old.
• Older Americans have been eligible for vaccination longer than other age
groups and have higher overall vaccination rates. As of September 16, 7.3
million out of the 54.9 million people 65 and older, have not gotten a
shot.

Shameful:
Pfizer CEO says people who spread misinformation
on Covid vaccines are ‘criminals’ – CNBC
• People who spread
misinformation on Covid-19
vaccines are “criminals,” Pfizer CEO
Albert Bourla said Tuesday.
• “They’re criminals because they
have literally cost millions of
lives,” he said.
• He said life for many people can
go “back to normal” once many of
the unvaccinated get vaccinated.

Gottlieb: 'A pretty good degree of confidence' people
with three doses are protected from omicron
• Former Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Commissioner Scott Gottlieb on
Sunday said vaccine developers have
"a pretty good degree of confidence”
that fully vaccinated individuals who
have received a COVID-19 booster
are protected against the omicron
variant.

'Truth is losing' fight to stop misinformation
in science, outgoing NIH director says
• Francis Collins, MD, PhD, outgoing director
of the National Institutes of Health
delivered strong words on misinformation in
science in an interview with The
Washington Post Nov 19.
• "Conspiracies are winning here. Truth is
losing. That’s a really serious indictment of
the way in which our society seems to be
traveling ," he told The Washington Post.
• "Truth is supposed to be truth," Dr. Collins
said, "and the fact that your truth would be
so heavily modified by your social circle or
where you get your news tells you we’re in
real trouble."

Anti-vaccine Christian broadcaster Marcus Lamb
dies at 64 after contracting Covid

• No mention of his serious diabetes.
Focused on the anti-vax programs
and others conservatives’ loss of
life.

The real agenda behind mad dash to get every child on the
planet injected against a virus that won’t affect them
• Fauci, a longtime Gates associate who sits on
the Leadership Council of the
billionaire’s Decade of Vaccines
Collaboration, started one year ago with a
focus on getting those 65 and up jabbed with
the new and highly experimental gene-based
Covid “vaccines.” Now he is pushing the
shots for 5-year-olds while making
suggestions that he would like to see them
given to infants and toddlers by spring of
2022.
• The Gavi alliance, flush with $1.16 billion in
taxpayer dollars it received under the
administration of former President Trump, is
partnering with the World Economic Forum,
the United Nations, the Gates Foundation and
other globalist organizations to advocate for
creating a registered, verifiable, digital ID for
every child on the planet.

The real agenda behind mad dash to get every child on the
planet injected against a virus that won’t affect them
• “Innovated digital technologies are required
at all stages of the immunization value chain
to ensure that every child is reached with all
recommended vaccines.”
• Gavi brags that it “prevented more than 13
million deaths” around the world by
providing vaccinations to children in poor
countries.
• What you won’t find in any of its documents
is how its biggest private financial backer, Bill
Gates, also killed, sterilized and permanently
harmed tens of thousands of kids in India
and other countries with his experimental
injections.

Gavi’s 5-page paper on INFUSE states the following:
“Imagine a future in which all children have access to life-saving vaccines
no matter where they live – a future in which parents and health workers
ensure their timely vaccination, a future in which they have their own
digitally stored health record that cannot be lost or stolen, a future in
which, regardless of gender, economic or social standing, this record allows
each child (and parents) to have access to a bank account, go to school,
access services and ultimately build a prosperous life.

This future is possible today. With the latest advances in digital
technologies that enable more effective ways to register, identify births
and to issue proof of identity and authentication for access to services –
we are on the brink of building a healthier and more prosperous future for
the world’s most vulnerable children.”
Leo Hohmann: Don’t be confused by the bit about “building a healthier
and more prosperous future.” That’s just window dressing. This is all about
data collection and has nothing to do with health.

Anti-Globalist Alliance
Posted by Robert Malone, MD:
"Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò is
calling for the creation of an AntiGlobalist Alliance “under the Cross
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the only
King and Savior,” to fight back
against the establishment of the
New World Order.”
Archbishop Carlos Maria Vigano

Israel’s PM Bennett: 9-year old son
gets jab after having COVID
Israel officially launched its
coronavirus vaccination
campaign on Tuesday for
children aged 5-11, hoping to
stem the spread of COVID-19 in
schools and patch the largest
remaining gap in its drive for
national immunity from the
pandemic.

Austria
Police conduct random checks to enforce
Covid lockdowns for the unvaccinated
• Unvaccinated people who breach
the lockdown rules face fines of up
to 500 euros ($567), and anyone
who refuses to comply with
vaccination status checks could be
fined 1,450 euros.
• The fresh restrictions apply to
everyone over the age of 12 who
has not had two doses of the
vaccine.
• People who have recently recovered
from the virus are exempt from the
restrictions.
• Mandatory vaccines by February 1

Germany
Steps closer to making Covid vaccines mandatory,
imposes strict curbs on unvaccinated
• National and regional leaders agreed on
Thursday to ban Germany’s
unvaccinated population from all nonessential businesses, such as bars,
restaurants and movie theaters in a bid
to encourage vaccine uptake.
• Data from the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control shows
that 68.4% of the German population is
fully vaccinated, slightly above the EUwide vaccination rate of 66%.
• Ralf Reintjes, a professor of
epidemiology at Hamburg University of
Applied Sciences, cast some doubt over
whether Germany’s new measures
were stringent enough to slow down
the transmission of the virus.

New Zealand

Auckland has a 90% vaccination
rate of people age 12 or older
• Bars, restaurants and gyms reopened in
Auckland on Friday as the last major parts
of a lockdown that lasted more than 100
days ended.
• New Zealand has begun a new phase in its
coronavirus response in which there won’t
be lock downs, but people will be required
to be fully vaccinated — and prove it with
vaccine passes — in order to access many
services.
• The government decided
that vaccination rates were high enough to
switch to the new system, with about 87%
of people aged 12 and over fully vaccinated.
In Auckland, which has been at the center of
the nation’s outbreak, the rate is over 90%.

Australia
Dan Andrews' divisive pandemic bill
• 262 days of lockdown in Melbourne
• Victorians can be jailed for two years
and fined $45,250 for breaching public
health orders under premier Daniel
Andrew's controversial pandemic bill.
• The premier and health minister rather than the chief health officer - will
now have the power to declare a
pandemic.
• They will also enforce restrictions
during a health crisis when Victoria's
state of emergency laws expire in two
weeks.

Italy is making COVID-19
Health passes mandatory for all workers
• Italian government, officials said digital
vaccine certificates will be mandatory for
all employees across the country.
• The health pass, or "green pass," details
whether a person has been fully
vaccinated, tested negative or has recently
recovered from the virus. The passes are
available in both digital and paper formats.
• From Oct. 15 through the end of the year,
any worker failing to present their health
vaccine certificate to their employer will be
suspended without pay for up to five days
but will not be fired.

Italy makes life uncomfortable
for unvaccinated people
• Italy is making life more uncomfortable for unvaccinated people
this holiday season, excluding them from indoor restaurants,
theaters and museums starting Monday to reduce the spread of
coronavirus and encourage vaccine skeptics to get their shots.
• Italian police can check whether diners in restaurants or bars
have a "super" green health pass certifying that they are
either vaccinated or have recently recovered from the virus.
Smartphone applications that check people's health pass status
will be updated and those who have merely tested negative in
recent days for COVID-19 will no longer be allowed into concerts,
movies or performances. The measures run through Jan. 15.

Canada: New Brunswick
COVID-19 roundup: Winter plan goes into effect Saturday night
• Maximum of 20 people for informal indoor household gatherings.
This replaces the current "steady 20" restriction, which health officials
told CBC News actually poses less risk, but wasn't enforceable and
some people were having difficulty keeping track of who their 20
consistent contacts were.
• Maximum of 50 people for informal outdoor gatherings.
• Unvaccinated residents should avoid informal indoor gatherings.
• Masks are required in outdoor public spaces when physical
distancing can't be maintained.

Canada: New Brunswick.
COVID-19 roundup: Winter plan goes into effect Saturday night
• Malls, grocery stores, salons must enforce physical distancing or may
instead require proof of vaccination from all patrons.
• Schools will follow existing plans at this time.
• All travelers, including New Brunswickers returning to the province,
must register or have a multi-use pass.
• Unvaccinated people entering the province are required to isolate
and take a test on Day 10.

Canada: New Brunswick.
COVID-19 roundup: Winter plan goes into effect Saturday night
• If necessary, the Winter Action Plan has two more alert levels with
increased restrictions, including household bubbles, lower capacity at
restaurants, and no travel in or out of Level 2 or Level 3 areas
except for essential reasons.
• Some criteria that could prompt a change in levels includes the
seven-day average of new cases, the rate of positive tests,
hospitalizations, and the impact on contact tracing, said Russell.

Afghan Debacle

Israel to urge US to act militarily against
Iran amid stalled nuke talks — reports
Defense Minister Benny Gantz and Mossad
chief David Barnea will push during their
meetings this week in Washington with
senior Biden administration officials for
the United States to carry out a military
strike on Iranian targets, Israel’s three
main TV news broadcasts reported
Sunday night.
According to the reports, which did not cite
sources, Gantz and Barnea will urge
their American interlocutors to develop
a “Plan B” vis-a-vis Iran, seeing the
stalled nuclear talks in Vienna.

Iran Supreme Leader’s rep.
calls for destruction of Israel
Lotfollah Dezhkam, the representative for
the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Supreme
Leader Ali Khamenei in Fars Province,
urged the elimination of Israel in a Friday
sermon in the city of Shiraz.
The Islamic clerical firebrand declared,
“The global arrogance led by America
with complicity of Israel seeks to delay
the realization of an important issue,
which is the destruction of the Zionist
regime.” Kian Meli, a news outlet opposed
to the Islamic Republic of Iran, quoted his
remarks.

Europeans express dismay as Iran walks
back compromises at Vienna nuke talks
• European diplomats expressed
“disappointment and concern” on Friday
after five days of international
negotiations in Vienna on reviving the
2015 Iran nuclear deal, as Iran
submitted two draft proposals that
appeared to undo months of dialogue.
• Senior diplomats from the E3 group of
Britain, France and Germany expressed
“disappointment and concern after
thoroughly and carefully analyzing
Iranian proposed changes to the text
negotiated during the previous six
rounds,” which took place earlier this
year.

Russia positions more forces, supply lines as
fears rise of potential Ukraine invasion
• Russian forces have capabilities
in place along the Ukraine
border to carry out a swift and
immediate invasion, including
erecting supply lines such as
medical units and fuel that could
sustain a drawn-out conflict,
should Moscow choose to
invade.

Putin warns NATO of Russia's unstoppable missiles
if his 'red line' in Ukraine is crossed
• Putin warned NATO that
deploying troops or advanced
missiles to Ukraine would cross a
"red line.”
• The Russian leader said Moscow
would be forced to take action
while boasting about Russia's
hypersonic missiles.
• Hypersonic missiles are designed
to be virtually unstoppable, and
can fly at least five times the
speed of sound.

Russia planning massive military offensive against Ukraine
involving 175,000 troops, U.S. intelligence warns

China and Taiwan

China and Taiwan

Chinese warplanes made 159 incursions into Taiwan's air
defence zone in November according to AFP's database,
the second-highest month on record as Beijing continues
to pile military pressure on the democratic island.

Lloyd Austin says increased China activity
near Taiwan 'looks like rehearsal'

Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said Saturday that China's increased military activity near Taiwan
seemingly indicates a "rehearsal" of the country's future intentions.
Austin made his comment during a keynote discussion with Fox News anchor Bret Baier at the
Reagan National Defense Forum in Simi Valley, California.

A Chinese hypersonic weapon that alarmed top US military
leaders fired something off as it sped toward its target
• "What we saw was a very
significant event of a test of a
hypersonic weapon system. And
it is very concerning," Gen. Mark
Milley, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said during a
Bloomberg TV interview. "I don't
know if it's quite a Sputnik
moment, but I think it's very
close to that. It has all of our
attention."

• TikTok is the fastest growing social media platform
in the world! Each month TikTok has 800 MILLION
active users.
• That is more active users than Twitter, Reddit,
SnapChat, and Pinterest! Unlike these and other
rival platforms, TikTok at its core recommends
content.
• Recommendations aren’t but a feature, they are
what makes TikTok work! TikTok receives more
engagement per user than Instagram and on
average its users spend 52 minutes per day on the
platform.

